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Sex and Human Behavior in the Thought of Freud 
 

Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) was born in Freiberg, Moravia, and trained at the medical 
school of Vienna.  He became an interdisciplinary scholar, who worked as a 
neurophysiologist, practicing physician, psychologist and cultural theorist.  Freud has 
come to be seen as the “father of psychoanalysis,” although Freudian psychoanalysis 
was not the only form of “analytical psychology” at the time; in his own thought, he 
drew on a number of philosophical trends then pertinent in Austria, Germany and 
France. 

 
Freud’s main psychological concerns were the neuroses (e.g. hysteria, phobia, or forms 
of paranoia), whose roots he attributed to traumatic experiences during early childhood 
and puberty – then forgotten but lingering in the “unconscious”.  Such theses made him 
one of the most provocative intellectuals of the 20th century.  It is interesting – although 
Freud’s name became so closely related with psychoanalysis – that his reception of 
Charles Darwin (1809-1882) – the most influential 19th century naturalist – and Ernst 
Wilhelm von Bruecke (1819-1992) – his Vienna teacher in neurophysiology – also had a 
lasting impact on his thought:  With respect to Darwin’s Origin of Species (1859), the 
assumption that humans form part of the animal kingdom and share basic social 
relations and sexual needs with monkeys was decisive for Freud’s theory of the 
unconscious.  His mentor, Bruecke, propounded that the physiology of all living 
organisms reflected the laws of thermodynamics, what Freud introduced into his theory 
of “psychic energy,” thus transferring a scientific assumption to the workings of the 
human psyche.  He even went so far as to claim that all human drives were subject to 
dynamic psychophysiology – including human consciousness and sexual behavior. 
 
Some of Freud’s central works are (with Josef Breuer, 1842-1925) the Studies on 
Hysteria (1895); The Interpretation of Dreams (1900); and Three Essays on the Theory 
of Sexuality (1905), giving rise to his psychoanalytical theory of the “Id”, “Ego”, and 
“Super-Ego”.  The Id – in Freud’s conception – was the psychological faculty that 
comprised all drives and archaic motivations of humans.  The Ego mediated consciously 
and unconsciously between these basic drives, and the Super-Ego resembled societal 
norms of human behavior and sexuality. 
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In Freund’s theory of psychoanalysis and human sexuality, two fundamental principles 
stood out: the “reality principle” and the “pleasure principle”.  The reality principle was 
a psychological, normative faculty which stimulated the individual to subordinate 
pleasure behavior to societal norms and the demands of work, law, and social 
intercourse.  The pleasure principle lay at the bottom of all human behavior, orienting 
human beings to do what brings pleasure and avoid what causes suffering.  Human 
organization primarily followed the drives for survival and reproduction.  In 
consequence, human sexuality likewise represented a powerful driving force on many 
levels of human behavior; analyzed by Freud as aspects of cultural phenomena (e.g. 
group building, political movements, and even of war) or medical pathologies (such as 
the neuroses). 
 
Neo-Freudianism developed further on psychoanalytical insights, but remained based 
on Freudian thought.  It comprised approaches that looked particularly at the social 
factors, interpersonal relationships and cultural traits, which influenced human 
personality, sexuality and mental illness.  The German émigré psychoanalyst Erik 
Erikson (1902-1994) was one of its most prominent protagonists.  He had trained with 
Freud’s daughter Anna (1895-1982), while his main interests were child psychology and 
cultural applications of psychoanalysis.  In his development upon Freud’s theory, 
Erikson attributed a more important function to the Ego, which he thought to be 
independent from the Id.  Generally perceived, Neo-Freudians placed less weight on the 
psychosexual instincts and the way these influence human behavior.  While Freud 
inferred psychoanalytical culture theory from modern societies, Erikson particularly 
focused on trajectories from child development and adolescent behaviors in a 
cross-cultural perspective. 
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[Sidebar] 
 
Freud’s Energetic Model of Human Sexuality and Behavior 
 
At the bottom of Freud’s views on sexuality and human behavior lay an abstract, 
energetic model comprised of three components: the Id, the Ego, and the Super Ego.  In 
this “structural theory,” the Id represented the most primitive, biological drives; the Ego 
the autonomous self – mediating between the other components of the human psyche –; 
and the Super-Ego figured as ethical meta-consciousness integrating social norms and 
values. 
 
Freud’s psychological core assumption was the Pleasure Principle, which he introduced 
in 1920:  In it, he saw a universal answer to the question of what drives human sexuality 
and behavior:  the human pursuit of happiness.  Humans seek enduring pleasure which 
they do not want to lose, once reached.  However, for the “father of psychoanalysis,” this 
principle had two opposing sides:  As a negative aim, humans strive to avoid pain and 
unpleasant situations, while as a positive aim, they directly seek pleasure.  It was the 
“program of the pleasure principle” that defined human life from its very beginning, and 
there was no question about the goal-directedness of this principle.  Yet as Freud 
emphasized, this program raised continuing quarrels with the whole world (“Und doch ist 
sein Programm im Hader mit der ganzen Welt.“) 


